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Dear Parents, Carers and Friends of Halley House
School,
Thank you for everything you are doing at this
time to support your children and our wider
school community. We understand that learning
from home is often a challenging balancing act
with everything else that might be happening for
our families, and we firmly believe that safety and
well-being must come first for everyone. We
know it is not possible to do everything, all the
time! This newsletter is a celebration of just a
selection of the fantastic things that are
happening across our year groups; Halley House
pupils continue to astound us with their
positivity, creativity and resilience – although it is
no surprise that they are using this set of
circumstances as just another chance to shine!
We are not expecting to be back in school on 20th
April and are currently preparing for at least
another 2 weeks of school closure after the Easter
break (up to 1st May); we will continue to update
you whenever we have any news. We are looking
forward to introducing our teacher-led ‘live
inputs’ at the start of what would have been our
Summer term! Please do remember to get in
touch with the school if there is anything further
we can do to help or support you. I do hope you
all enjoy a break of sorts over the next two weeks,
safely enjoying the sun and blue skies when you
can. Stay safe,
Claire Syms

Tel: 020 7504 0548

SUPER STARS!
Our Super Stars of The Week are:
20/03/2020

27/03/2020

Reception
Comet

Asher

Kaidy

Elias

Amelia

Eclipse

Korree

Leah

Abiel

Tazio

Quasar

Akira

Farrah

Amelie

Cavalli

Galaxy

Kush

Luc

Hawking Mon’Ay

Yen

Theo

Lizzie

Isaiah

Enya

Anna

Herschel Ava

Tiannah

Einstein
03/04/2020
Reception
Comet

Arthur

Archie W

Eclipse

Wilfred

Raemario

Quasar

Jahmil

Dottie

Galaxy

Sienna

Mattia

Hawking Manyiel

Martha

Herschel Iman

Ava

Einstein

Joshua

Olivia

Easter Projects
Don’t forget to continue with your Eco Bricks at
home, too!
Reception: Make a Spring bonnet and take part in your
own parade!
Year 1: Make a Spring bonnet out of
recycled/recyclable materials. Hold a catwalk/parade
in your bonnet and film it for us to see!
Year 2: Please refer to Purple Mash
Year 3: Please refer to your child’s homework passport
Year 4: Please refer to your child’s homework passport

Well done to everyone for being such good role models by
showing our school values and trying your best!
Remember to check our Stars of the Week Purple Mash
blog to see our special video assembly each week!

Contact details and telephone calls
School staff are in contact with all our families during this
period of school closure. In most instances, staff will
attempt to contact you from the school number, but
there may also be occasions when staff are making calls
from their own phones when working from home, in
which case you may receive a call from a withheld
number. Staff will leave a message (wherever possible)
if they cannot make contact. We do ask that all parents
and carers make every effort to return any missed calls
from school staff (on the main school number between
9am and 3pm, Monday-Friday, by the office email or
through a Purple Mash blog). Staff will always attempt a
follow up call and are happy to discuss with families
when to schedule this contact to fit in with family life.
Reception
The children in reception have been working very hard
on their home learning; joining in with online phonic
lessons and maths meetings, completing maths and
spelling quizzes on purple mash and completing quests
to find both 2D and 3D shapes around the home. It has
also been wonderful to see some of the creative ways
that our wonderful parents have been teaching at home,
including nature walks, baking, puppet shows, bike
repairs, science experiments and so much more! Thank
you all for your hard work and resilience at home during
these very strange times, your efforts and enthusiasm
mean so much to us.
Year 1
Year 1 have been very busy with their
home learning!
They have been
keeping up with their daily speed
sound and handwriting practice and
applying their sounds to write some
wonderful Gruffalo stories. Demonstating their
mathematical knowledge of shape, pattern, time and
number bonds. Using their geographical knowledge of
the UK to create maps and become weather reporters!
Consolidating scientic knowledge of body parts; internal
and external. Creating algorithms to navigate mazes and
creating beautiful paintings that capture
the spirit of the Hindu festival Holi! This
is just a snippet of all they have been
getting up to, we are so impressed with
their hard work, resilence and creativity!
To see some of our Year 1 children in
action please see our photo page below.
Year 2
Year 2 have been very busy both on Purple Mash and in
school. In Maths, we have been exploring 2D and 3D
shapes. We have been on a 3D shape hunt, designed
quadrilateral robots and investigated some very tricky
always, sometimes or never questions. We have also
been writing about one of our favourite stories, The
Tiger Who Came to Tea.

Year 2 (cont.)
We imagined he had come to tea at our houses and
wrote very persuasive arguments to stop Tiger eating all
our food. Children were really successful using all of
their wide vocabularies and grammatical knowledge to
write really amusing and convincing pieces. A big well
done to all of Galaxy for your amazing home and inschool learning! Keep it up!
Learning through Easter Holidays
Throughout the Easter Holidays, teachers will still be
setting some 2Dos on Purple Mash for children to
complete. We are also going to be setting some very
exciting creative projects for children to complete.
Although the tasks will be less formal, please still check
Purple Mash at the same time each day for new 2Dos,
class updates and to discover your creative missions.
Year 3
Over the past couple of weeks Year 3 have been
incredibly busy with their home learning. They have
been recapping several maths units, including
measurement and time. In literacy, we have been
focusing on consolidating our understanding of
expanded noun phrases. The children in Year 3 have also
been writing some fantastic stories about cowboys, lions
and Stone Age peoples. At home the children in Year 3
have been growing their own sunflowers while keeping
rigorous logs of the plant’s growth. We are immensely
proud of how the children have adapted to home
learning. To see some of the Year 3 children taking
charge of their learning please see our photo page
below.
Year 4
Einstein have made a fantastic start with their home
learning. As part of their new topic on ‘the dynamic
earth’, we have been learning about volcanoes and what
happened when Mt Vesuvius erupted and destroyed the
ancient city of Pompeii. In just two weeks we have
written newspaper articles with eyewitness accounts of
volcanic eruptions, animated them, researched and
written our own volcano quizzes, created mosaic selfportraits, been on virtual tours of the Pompeii ruins and
even gone back in time to see what a wealthy home in
Pompeii would have looked like before the disaster!
Volcano
Poem, Olivia
Mosaic SelfPortrait, Oscar

Mosaic SelfPortrait, Anna

We have had some lovely feedback
from children as well!

The Year 2 children in school
making Easter cards and
nests! Yum!

Looking after the environment

Comparing materials

Creative writing

Can you guess which members of Einstein are pictured below?

